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G R A P H I C A L  A B S T R A C T   

A B S T R A C T   

Lithium-ion batteries play a central role in the electrification of our energy systems, however this technology still suffers from low energy density. Porous silicon (p- 
Si) has been recognised as a promising, high-energy density anode material as a replacement for the currently used graphite. The demand for p-Si is therefore 
expected to increase in the coming decades and the magnesiothermic reduction (MgTR) has shown great promise as a scalable process that can be used to meet this 
demand. However, without a preliminary or detailed economic analysis, it is not possible to determine whether this process is economically feasible at larger scales, 
under conditions that have thus been reported in the literature. Herein, as a first of a kind study, the total cost of production (TCOP) at scales between 300 and 
1500kg/batch are calculated using experimentally verified data. Fixed costs make up the greatest proportion of TCOP, at 58 % of the TCOP at the largest scale, with a 
payback time of 10 years. Total variable costs (feedstock and energy) was 42 % of the TCOP. When recently reported modifications to MgTR – a two-step and ultra- 
low temperature methods – were considered, the variable costs reduced by ~40 % and ~32 % respectively, and reducing the TCOP for the two-step and low- 
temperature methods by 45 % and 37 % respectively. When the cost of producing p-Si through the MgTR process was compared to that of graphite on a “capac-
ity cost” basis ($/Ah), it was clear that p-Si produced via MgTR process rivals the market price of graphite. These results provide the first evidence that the MgTR is a 
highly competitive and scalable process for producing anode grade porous silicon. The variable costs can be lowered in the future by changing the conditions, and the 
most effective ways to do this are presented in this study.   
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1. Introduction 

In the shift towards a net zero carbon economy, the demand for high 
energy density lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) is increasing rapidly [1]. 
Although they are currently dominating the electric vehicle market, the 
issue with low mileage has yet to be tackled. A typical mass market EV 
has a mileage of 67 kWh, equivalent to 224 Wh/kg at cell level, capable 
of achieving a mileage of only 168 miles in a single charge [2]. This 
energy density is still far below the target of ≥350 Wh/kg by the year 
2030 set by the US Department of Energy and the Batteries Europe 
strategy [3,4]. At present, the anode material of choice is graphite, 
however, in order to meet these targets, higher energy density materials 
need to be considered. Furthermore, between 50 and 70 % of the raw 
graphite is lost when it is upgraded to spherical, battery grade graphite, 
making it a highly inefficient process, thus multiplying demand and 
raising supply chain issues [5]. 

Silicon is the most promising anode material because it possesses a 
high specific capacity of 3579 mAh/g [6] and is produced from silica, an 
abundant feedstock. This high capacity is accompanied by a large vol-
ume expansion during charge, which has negative implications on its 
cyclability and safety [7]. Despite these challenges, various strategies 
have been proven to be effective at incorporating silicon into LIBs. These 
include adding silicon to graphite [8], using elastic self-healing binders 
[9], and limiting the expansion by choosing a narrowed operating 
voltage window [10]. With regards to the structure of the silicon ma-
terial itself, porous structures have been shown to outperform their 
non-porous counterparts, as the void space allows for the material to 
expand without the associated mechanical stress [11]. To achieve this, 
structures such as nanowires [12] and nanotubes [13] and many more 
have been synthesised and these materials were able to retain a high 
capacity after the initial SEI formation cycles. 

Existing methods of producing nanostructured silicon present chal-
lenges when scaling up as they involve inherently slow and energy 
intensive processes that require specific, synthetic silicon feedstock. 
Pure silicon is first made by the carbothermal reduction of silica at 
2000 ◦C [14]. This can then be converted into wafers which are then 
used in etching-type (top-down) processes, or into silane gas for 
deposition-type (bottom-up) processes. Both methods are surface-type 
methods, so are energy and resource intensive, laborious and time 
consuming and inherently difficult or uneconomical to scale [15]. A 
simpler, bulk process that has been heavily studied and shows great 
promise for scaling up p-Si production is the magnesiothermic reduction 
(MgTR) process. This process is able to convert a wide range of silica 
feedstock, natural and synthetic, directly into porous silicon (p-Si) at 
650 ◦C [16]. 

2. Process overview 

The MgTR process consists primarily of solids handling equipment 
with liquid handling equipment during the downstream processing 
steps. Dry powders of Mg and SiO2 are mixed before being transferred 
into a tubular furnace and heated at a chosen temperature between 
650 ◦C and 800 ◦C. The reaction has been shown to produce Si after 30 
min [17] but is usually held for much longer times (6 h) to ensure re-
action completion [18], under an inert atmosphere. The solid mixture is 
then cooled and etched in aqueous HCl to remove Mg containing species, 

leaving behind a porous structure of Si and unreacted SiO2. Compounds 
containing Mg react with HCl to form MgCl2 which remains in solution, 
while solid Si and unreacted SiO2 remain as solids suspended in the 
solution. After all Mg containing species have been reacted, the sus-
pension is passed through a filter to separate the solids. A filter cake is 
obtained which, when dried, leaves a powder consisting of Si and 
unreacted SiO2. A block flow diagram of the process is shown in Fig. 1. 

Under an inert atmosphere, Mg and SiO2 undergo a redox reaction, 
whereby SiO2 is reduced to Si (Reaction 1). The overall yield is defined 
as the moles of elemental Si divided by the total moles of Si + SiO2 in the 
product. Any unreacted Mg and MgO produced are removed during the 
dissolution steps via Reaction 2 and 3 respectively. 
2Mg(g) + SiO2(s) → 2MgO(s) + Si(s) Reaction 1  

Mg(s) + 2HCl(aq) → MgCl2 (aq) + H2(g) Reaction 2  

MgO(s) + 2HCl(aq) → MgCl2(aq) + H2O(l) Reaction 3 
A high yield is important as with any manufacturing process, how-

ever, the silicon produced here needs to have porosity for LIBs. Typi-
cally, the MgTR reaction carried out at 650 ◦C for 6 h achieves a yield of 
60–70 % with porosity that is desired for the electrochemical perfor-
mance. Increasing the reaction temperature to 850 ◦C achieves a yield of 
90 % but at a loss of porosity, while operating at 500 ◦C to retain the 
porosity, decreases the yield to less than 10 % [19]. The tension between 
high temperature requirement to achieve higher yields and producing 
silicon with desired porosity for its performance makes it difficult to 
improve the efficiency without sacrificing the electrochemical perfor-
mance. Additionally, to improve the purity of the product, excess 
unreacted SiO2 have to be removed using highly toxic HF. This is not 
only wasteful due to the loss of the unreacted feedstock, but also is 
unsafe. 

Multiple ways have emerged in the literature showing that it is 
possible to modify the process to improve the energy efficiency of the 
process and the yield of p-Si produced. One such modification is the two- 
step process, which needs 650 ◦C for only 30 min to trigger the reduc-
tion, before cooling to 300 ◦C to carry out the reaction for 6 h [20]. This 
method is potentially advantageous economically as most of the 
reduction time is spent at a lower temperature, hence it is likely that less 
energy is required overall to maintain the temperature during the 
dwelling stages. Another modification to the MgTR process is to reduce 
the operating temperature. It was shown recently that the reaction can 
be carried out at 380 ◦C by using nano-sized feedstock [21]. The likely 
economic benefit of this method is that the temperature of the furnace 
never exceeds 380 ◦C, therefore it has the potential to minimise the 
overall energy consumption and cost. As a third strategy, without 
lowering the maximum temperature requirement, it was demonstrated 
that the yield at 750 ◦C could be increased from 55 % to 92 % by using a 
rotating furnace during the reduction step to minimise mass transfer 
limitations [22]. Other works have shown that the MgTR can produce 
silicon with properties that are suitable for high-capacity lithium-ion 
cells using low-cost feedstock such as sand [23], crushed glass [24], and 
clays [25]. 

The studies described above can help reduce or remove the tension 
between temperature requirement to achieve high yield and porosity 
needed for the electrochemical performance, thereby presenting 

Fig. 1. A block flow diagram showing the individual steps in the process. Steps which include reactions are coloured in blue. Materials/reagents input and output is 
shown for each step. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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multiple strategies for improving the process to make the MgTR more 
economical and increasing its viability for scale up. Despite the huge 
potential of MgTR for scale-up and recent process improvements, the 
process economics of producing silicon via the traditional MgTR method 
is not known. Therefore, neither the commercial viability of MgTR can 
be explored, nor the savings from implementing improved methods be 
quantified. 

In this work we used factorial methods to estimate the total cost of 
producing p-Si via the MgTR process [19]. Incorporating reaction pa-
rameters for experimentally verified methods, we compared process 
economics for various MgTR method. The variable costs, (VC), fixed 
costs (FC) and total cost of production (TCOP) were estimated and 
analysed to gain process insights. From this information we propose 
potential strategies for improving the process, and the impact these 
improvements will have on the VC, FC and TCOP. 

3. Methods 

3.1. Demand and costing 

To perform an economic analysis of the process including capital and 
operating costs, a production capacity had to be defined. The demand 
for porous silicon was found from strategies outlined by government 
organisations. In the UK, the Advanced Propulsion Centre have fore-
casted that the battery demand for passenger vehicles will reach 82 GWh 
by 2030 [26]. A typical mass market EV such as the Nissan Leaf is 
capable of storing 67 kWh in a single charge and this is equivalent to 
approximately 1.2 million EVs/y. 

In such a vehicle, between 40 and 70 kg of graphite is needed for the 
anode [27,28]. The Batteries Europe Strategy has set a target of 20 % of 
graphite anodes to be replaced by Si by 2030 [4]. As a conservative 
estimate, the yearly silicon demand for anodes in the UK by 2030 was 
calculated as follows: 

Sidemand = 0.1 ×
kg graphite

EV
×

no. of EV

year
Eqn. 1 

The amount of graphite per EV was assumed to be 70 kg, and a factor 
of 0.1 was applied as a conservative estimate of 10 % replacement of 
graphite. The total demand for silicon was estimated to be 8.4 kilo-
tonnes/year of Si. Therefore, for 1 % of the market demand with 5 days/ 
week, 50 weeks/year operation, production capacity will be 336 kg/d. A 
20 % replacement of graphite would equate to 672 kg/d demand of Si. 
This is a ballpark value used as a starting point for process cost calcu-
lations. The silicon demand is dependent on the make and model of EV, 
the country/region considered and their governing policies. Since there 
is a wide range of available information on the capacity of electric ve-
hicles at present, and the capacity will inevitably increase in the next 
decade, we have carried out calculations for a range of demand to ac-
count for an increase in EV battery capacity and for variations between 
makes and models of EVs. Predicting a demand of Si anodes in 2030 
means taking into account a wide range of factors, including socio- and 
psychological factors such as range anxiety, ownership vs rental vs 
taking public transport. A predicted distribution of EV makes and 
models in the market would also matter – all these factors are not within 
the scope of this paper. Instead, to ensure that this study is not specific 
only to the demand scenario chosen in this paper, a range between 100 
and 1500 kg/d will be considered in this economic analysis. Scheduling 
and equipment configuration is outside the scope of this study, so it was 
assumed that this quantity was produced in a single batch, and that this 
batch can be completed within a day. Given that each scenario had a 
different total completion time due to their parameters, the throughput 
also differed, and this difference was captured by normalising the daily 
production rate. 

The variable cost and annual fixed cost combined to give the total 
cost of production (TCOP), which was quoted in this work as $/kg Si 
produced. Variable costs include energy and feedstock costs, while the 
annual fixed cost comes from the indexed capital cost of all the equip-
ment. From the indexed capital cost, the total capital cost was estimated. 
Fig. 2 summarises the procedure for calculating annual fixed cost, var-
iable costs and TCOP. Equipment was selected according to certain 
criteria, which is described in the next section. 

Fig. 2. Procedure for calculating annual fixed costs, variable costs and the total cost of production. Orange boxes indicate variables which will be investigated in this 
study. Entities at the end of a dashed arrow were estimated as a percentage of the entity at the beginning of the arrow. Entities at the beginning of a solid arrow are 
combined to give entities at the end of the arrow. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of 
this article.) 
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3.2. Equipment selection and indexed capital cost 

Existing industrial equipment were chosen as outlined in chemical 
engineering equipment design literature [29,30], based on the physical 
requirements of the MgTR process (Table 1). Equipment selection was 
made based on key design requirements of each step of the process. The 
cost of each equipment was dependent on the conditions of the reaction 
such as mole ratio of reactants, maximum temperature, dwell time, HCl 
concentration and yield. These corresponded to costing factors. With 
this information, the capital cost of the equipment was estimated from 
well-established factorial methods [31]. Table 1 summarises the key 
design requirements and costing factors for each equipment. Where 
available, specific costing charts and correlations were used [32], 
otherwise, a more general costing equation was used [31]. Given the 
limited information available, design with this level of detail gives a 
“preliminary cost” and is associated an error of ±30 % [29]. In all cases 
where only a range was available, but not exact values and percentages, 
estimates were made conservatively to give an overestimate of costs. 
The total of all equipment costs was then used to calculate the indexed 
capital cost. The selection and sizing of each major equipment is out-
lined below. 

3.3. Spiral ribbon powder mixer 

From our experimental observations, mixtures of Mg and SiO2 
powders are free flowing and do not segregate. A requirement is that 
shear force or high impact is not applied during the mixing stage to 
avoid oxidation of Mg, or premature triggering of the reduction, hence, 
common equipment such as high-speed impeller mixers and ball mills 
were not chosen. A horizontal spiral ribbon mixer was chosen, and this is 
suitable for processes with mixing times between 30 min and 2 h, with a 
maximum specific power requirement of 12 kW/m3 [33]. The purchased 
cost was calculated based on this power requirement. 

3.4. Rotary kiln furnace 

The reactants have to be under an inert atmosphere during the 
heating stage. It was recently shown that a tumbling motion of the 
powders during the reduction process helped to minimise reaction mass 
transfer limitations, enabling better heat dissipation and a higher yield 
to be achieved [22]. Based on these conditions, a demand of silicon of 
between 100 and 1500 kg/batch and ease of loading and unloading such 
a large quantity of particulate material, an indirect-fired rotary kiln was 
chosen. In this type of kiln, the reactants are sealed within a cylinder and 

is heated from the outside, allowing the flame to be isolated from the 
reactants. Given the reducing atmosphere and batch operation re-
quirements, few other furnaces are suited for the MgTR at large scale. 
Another important requirement is that the reactant mixture needs to be 
agitated to promote mass transfer processes. Conveyor-belt type fur-
naces that operate under a reducing atmosphere is an alternative [34], 
however the powder is moved along a belt, rather than being mixed. At 
lower temperatures, a fluidised bed is another alternative however this 
type of equipment is more suitable for rapid reactions and it would 
require a large amount of reducing gas and would be uneconomical. The 
rotary kiln furnace can be operated in batch or continuous mode, under 
reducing or oxidising atmospheres, and are employed in other sectors 
for reduction reaction, making it a well-developed piece of equipment 
[35]. Specifications obtained from a rotary kiln furnace supplier [36] 
indicated that a throughput of 91 kg/h – 18 Mt/h could be achieved with 
an indirect-fired rotary kiln, and the demand of silicon calculated here 
falls comfortably within these limits. The sizing factor for this piece of 
equipment was its maximum power output, and this was used to 
calculate the purchased cost of the kiln [31]. For heat loss calculations, a 
maximum rotational speed of 17 rpm was used, as this was recently 
reported to give a significant increase in yield compared to a stationary 
reaction. 

3.5. Stainless steel vessel 

A glass-lined stainless-steel reactor was chosen for the dissolution 
step due to the requirement of aqueous HCl. The sizing factor was its 
volume, calculated based on the molar quantity of HCl required for a 
batch of a certain size, and the concentration used. The cost of the 
reactor based on its volume and including the impeller was estimated 
[32]. 

3.6. Plate filter 

The selection criteria for filters described in Ref. [29] was used. 
Based on experimental observations, settling of the solids can be seen if 
the mixture is left unstirred for an hour, indicating that the particles are 
flocculated. The solids can be effectively filtered using a cellulose paper 
with a nominal retention of 11 μm. While the mixture is initially an 
opaque brown colour, the filtrate is clear. The solids exhibit a slow 
settling behaviour of <0.1 cm/s, and a slow filtering behaviour in the 
order of cm/h. These filtration characteristics indicate that a plate filter 
is suitable for this process. The sizing factor used for the filter was the 
filter area. A filter area was calculated from the quantity of solids that 
needed to be filtered, along with a nominated filter cake thickness of 3 
cm. The cost was found using a plate filter design chart [32]. 

3.7. Tray dryer 

Industrial drying, in principle, requires the wet powder or cake to be 
spread over a large surface area and hot, dry air to be passed over it. The 
sizing factor for a stacked, cabinet dryer was its surface area, and the 
cost of this equipment was calculated using the costing equation from 
Ref. [31]. 

3.8. Indexed capital cost and annual fixed cost 

The capital cost includes the combined cost of all the major equip-
ment selected for this process. A Lang factor was applied to estimate a 
delivered cost [31]. The latest available Chemical Engineering Process 
Cost Index (CEPCI) was applied to estimate a present-day cost (indexed 
capital cost, ICC). Due to the requirement of handling corrosive mate-
rial, a cost factor of 3.2 was applied to the ICC to calculate the inside 
battery limit (ISBL). From this, the outside battery limit (OSBL) was 
estimated, and combined with ISBL to give a total capital cost. Factors 
accounted for under fixed costs (FC) include operator salaries, 

Table 1 
Summary of the design requirements and factors used to estimate the cost of the 
equipment. The methods of energy consumption of each major equipment are 
also shown.  

Equipment Key design 
requirements 

Costing 
factors 

Method of energy 
consumption 

Spiral ribbon 
powder 
mixer 

Non-shearing, low 
impact 

Maximum 
power output 

Specific power 
requirement 

Rotary kiln 
furnace 

Reactant tumbling 
motion, inert 
atmosphere 

Maximum 
power output 

Sensible heat, heat loss 
(conductive, 
convective, radiative) 

Stainless steel 
vessel 

Corrosion resistant, 
agitated 

Maximum 
volume 

Specific power 
requirement 
(impeller), cooling 
duty 

Plate filter Suspended particles 
settling time, cake 
thicknessa 

Surface area None, gravity flow 
filtration 

Tray dryer Low technology Surface area Sensible heat, latent 
heat  

a Design requirement for the plate filter was determined from lab-scale 
filtration measurements. 
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maintenance, property taxes, rent of land, plant overheads and envi-
ronmental costs. These were estimated based on the total capital cost 
[31] and are recurring every year. Dividing the total capital cost by the 
typical payback time of 10 years and 15 % annual interest rate [31], and 
adding this to the FC gives the annual FC. The specific FC in $/kg Si was 
found by dividing the annual fixed cost by the annual Si production 
target. 

3.9. Variable cost of production 

The amount of energy and feedstock required to produce silicon 
contribute to the variable cost (VC) of the process. This cost was 
therefore heavily influenced by the conditions and efficiencies of the 
process. For the spiral powder mixer and stainless-steel vessel, typical 
power requirements quoted in the literature were used to estimate the 
total amount of energy consumed for 1 batch. For simplicity, it was 
assumed the plate filter separated the solids by gravity. 

Energy is required in the ramping stage of the heating step to in-
crease the temperature of the rotary kiln furnace and the reactants to the 
maximum reduction temperature (sensible heat). During both the ramp 
and dwell stages, heat is lost through conduction, convection and radi-
ation. To calculate this, the surface area of the kiln was required, so a 
cylindrical geometry was assumed, with a typical length to diameter (L/ 
D) ratio of 5. Therefore, the total energy required by the kiln included 
sensible heat, plus the heat lost during the ramp and dwell stages. 

The final major equipment which contributed to the energy cost was 
the tray dryer. Energy is required to drive off moisture from the filter 
cake. The physical process occurring during the drying of the product 
were split into the following components: increase in temperature of the 

solvent in the filter cake to its boiling point, increase in temperature of 
the solid to the solvent boiling point (both sensible heat), and vapor-
isation of the solvent at boiling point (latent heat). The total heat sup-
plied was calculated based on a typical energy efficiency of 80 %. The 
methods of energy consumption of each major equipment are sum-
marised in Table 1. 

4. Results 

4.1. Baseline energy costs 

The baseline conditions were chosen to be 650 ◦C maximum reduc-
tion temperature, 5 ◦C/min ramp rate and 6-h dwell time. These con-
ditions are seen throughout the literature, with slight variations 
whereby a higher temperature of 750 ◦C or longer dwell time of 7 h are 
used. In the heating step, energy was required in the dwell and ramp 
stages. 

Hypothetical scenarios were created by changing one condition of 
Scenario 1 at a time (yield, dwell time, ramp rate or reaction tempera-
ture, see Table 2), while keeping the rest constant (Fig. 3A). This helped 
identify the conditions which, if changed, would have the greatest 
impact on the specific energy cost. 

The specific energy cost was calculated based on the amount of Si 
formed so an increase in the yield would lead to a lower energy cost. 
Scenario 2 is a hypothetical case to consider if the yield were to increase 
to 100 %. In practice this would mean an improvement would need to be 
made to the reaction kinetics/mass transfer, and should a perfect yield 
be achieved, the cost would only decrease from $15.20 to $11.90/kg Si. 
Scenario 3 is another hypothetical case with some basis from reported 
experiments and it was created to explore the impact of the reaction time 
alone on the energy cost. It had been reported in the literature that Si 
was formed in as little as 30 min at 650 ◦C [17], hence this dwell time 
was chosen. Note that in those studies, the yield was not accurately 
reported, hence we assumed a yield of 60 %, unchanged from Scenario 1, 
in order to elucidate the effect of the dwell time alone on the energy cost. 
Lowering the dwell time to 30 min (Scenario 3) resulted in a decrease in 
energy cost from $15.20 to $3.50/kg Si. Energy is also consumed during 
the ramp stage, however, Scenario 4 indicates that increasing the ramp 
from 5 ◦C to 20 ◦C/min changed the cost minimally from $15.20 down to 
$13.20/kg Si. While the traditional MgTR had not been reported to be 
feasible at 350 ◦C, it had recently been shown to proceed at a similar 
temperature of 380 ◦C [21]. The scenario with the second lowest energy 
cost of $6.50/kg Si was Scenario 5 with reaction temperature reduced to 
350 ◦C. These results were expected as lowering the furnace tempera-
ture, and the time spent at high temperatures would give the greatest 
decrease in energy consumption. This analysis helped identify the dwell 
time and reaction temperature as the key contributors to the energy 

Table 2 
A summary of various MgTR process scenarios used in this study. Any param-
eters changed from the baseline Scenario 1 are shown in bold.  

Scenario Reaction 
temperature oC 

Dwell 
time h 

Yield 
% 

Ramp rate 
oC/min 

Energy 
cost 
$/kg Si 

Scenario 1 650 6 60 5 15.20 
Scenario 2 650 6 100 5 11.90 
Scenario 3 650 0.5 60 5 3.50 
Scenario 4 650 6 60 20 13.20 
Scenario 5 350 6 60 5 6.50 
Scenario 6 550 6 40 5 13.08 
Scenario 7 750 6 75 5 16.10 
Scenario 8 380 6 60 5 10.44 
Scenario 9 380 6 80 5 9.40 
Scenario 

10 
650, 300a 0.5, 6 88 5 6.40  

a Unlike all other scenarios, this required a two-step process at two different 
temperatures. 

Fig. 3. Total energy costs for A) hypothetical scenarios with improvements made on the baseline conditions and B) scenarios with reaction conditions and results 
obtained in this work and reported in the literature. Reactions carried out in the lab were at 1g scale, and these values were calculated assuming the same conditions 
for a 200 kg/batch scale. 
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demands of the process. 
It is well known that the yield of the traditional, one-step reaction 

increases with the maximum furnace temperature [19]. Scenario 6 and 7 
showed the energy cost of the reduction based on data reported in 
Ref. [21], see Fig. 4b. While an increase in furnace temperature from 
650 to 750 ◦C had been shown to give a higher yield, it was not enough 
to outweigh the cost of the temperature increase, hence the cost also 
increased ($16.10). Simply increasing the yield by increasing the tem-
perature would have an effect on the pore properties and performance of 
the material, which is not reflected in a techno-economic analysis. It is 
also important to mention that while a decrease in temperature from 
650 to 550 ◦C did lower energy costs, the yield also suffered, which 
would also affect the performance of the material. Given that the use of 
HF is to be avoided, the unreacted SiO2 would remain in the final 
product. While a yield of 40 % would still result in a high anode ca-
pacity, the high amount of SiO2 would hinder access to Si by the Li, so a 
capacity of less than 40 % would be observed. Next, the energy costs for 
two recently discovered and experimentally validated low-temperature 
scenarios were compared (Fig. 3B). From the results of the hypothetical 
scenarios, it was to be expected that scenarios with lower reduction 
temperatures and dwell times would have the greatest reduction in cost 
compared to Scenario 1. Scenario 10 was the two-step method which 
was described in our previous work [20], and showed the highest cost 
decrease, from Scenario 1 down to $6.40/kg Si. Scenario 8 represented 
the ultra-low temperature (ULT) process described in our previous work 
[21]. Scenario 9 represented a hypothetical method with improved yield 
from Scenario 8 and shows the second highest cost decrease down to 
$9.40/kg Si. 

It is therefore clear that to have the greatest impact on process 
economics of the MgTR, the maximum temperature, or time spent at 
maximum temperature should be lowered. This should be done while 
maintaining or improving the yield and structural properties of the 
product so that a high performance can still be achieved. Scenario 9 and 
Scenario 10 have the lowest energy costs and the highest yields of the 
various scenarios presented. Therefore, the rest of the techno-economic 
analysis will focus only on these two scenarios. The cost of Scenario 1 
method will also be included for comparison. 

4.2. Energy costs improvements 

In order to identify potential improvements for the Scenarios 9 and 
10, we investigated the impact of temperature and time. For the ULT 
process (Scen. 9), most of the energy was consumed in the dwell step. 
The dwell step accounted for 91 % of the energy consumption (Fig. S1A). 
Halving the dwell time from 6 h to 3 h at 380 ◦C lowered the energy cost 
from $9.40/kg Si to $ 5.50/kg Si (Fig. 4A), whereas remaining at 6 h but 
drastically dropping the temperature from 380 to 300 ◦C only lowers the 
energy cost to $7.00/kg Si. This shows that decreasing the dwell time 
had a greater impact on the energy cost than decreasing the maximum 

temperature. 
From Fig. S1B, the second dwell time consumed the most energy in 

Scenario 10. Fig. 4B shows the effect of changing dwell time and tem-
perature of the second step on the total energy cost of the process. If 
higher temperatures cannot be avoided, then a lower dwell time should 
be used. For example, at 300 ◦C, the cost can be brought down from 
$6.30 at 6 h to $4.30 and $2.90/kg Si at 3 h and 1 h respectively. It may 
be that a higher temperature would be required to improve mass transfer 
and cut reaction time. In this case, increasing the reaction to 400 ◦C 
while decreasing the dwell time to 3 h or below would still lower energy 
costs. 

These results aid direct future experimental work in optimising time 
and temperature to give the greatest economic benefit. In practice, 
improving the reaction in favour of economics requires experimental 
investigations to understand the reaction pathways and include other 
key product attributes such as porosity, purity, crystallinity and 
performance. 

4.3. Feedstock costs 

To complete the calculation of the variable cost, the feedstock cost 
was estimated. Mg is the most expensive feedstock, with a unit cost of 
$4100/ton [37]. It is not as abundant as SiO2 and is required in its 
elemental form, which does not occur naturally. The change in total 
feedstock cost based on the unit cost of Mg is shown in Fig. S2. For a 
method with a higher yield, the increase in Mg cost has less of an effect 
on the total feedstock cost, than a method with a lower yield. In the 
MgTR, a minimum stoichiometric amount of 2:1 mol Mg:SiO2 will 

Fig. 4. The energy cost for A) ULT process for different dwell times and B) the two-step process with different 2nd step dwell time and temperatures are shown.  

Fig. 5. The total feedstock cost Scenario 1, Scenario 9 and Scenario 10 at 
different molar ratios of Mg:SiO2 above the stoichiometric requirement 
are compared. 
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always be required, and usually an excess of 2.2:1–2.5:1 is used. 
Decreasing the amount of Mg below the stoichiometric requirement 
would cause the yield of Si to suffer, however using a lower excess would 
lower feedstock costs. 

For any given mole ratio, the differences in cost between the sce-
narios seen in Fig. 5 were due to the yield of Si achieved. Using a high 
mole ratio of 2.5:1 in Scenario 9 or 10 still resulted in a much lower total 
feedstock cost than Scenario 1 due to the high yield that can be achieved. 
This highlights the importance of yield on the total feedstock cost. While 
it is clear that lowering the Mg:SiO2 ratio is important for lowering costs, 
there are practical issues that arise when using lower mole ratios, such as 
lower Mg diffusivity and rate of reaction, or the formation of by- 
products. In order to keep feedstock costs low, it is primarily impor-
tant that a high yield is achieved, and secondarily that a low Mg:SiO2 
ratio is used. 

4.4. Lowering feedstock costs 

Given the already high yield of Scenario 9, increasing the yield 
further has less of an impact on the cost of the Mg, and changing the Mg: 
SiO2 has a comparable effect (Fig. 6A). If a lower Mg:SiO2 ratio could be 
used to achieve a yield of 80 %, while still avoiding the formation of by- 
products, the cost could be lowered from $21.00/kg Si to $17.50/kg Si. 
On the other hand, in order to achieve a similar cost savings while using 
a high mole ratio of 2.5:1, the yield would have to be increased to above 
95 %. 

Practically it may be possible to achieve a high yield using a low mole 
ratio through better mixing (prior to heating or in-situ) in order to 
promote mass transfer and avoid locally high concentrations of SiO2 or 
Mg. Similarly to Scenario 9, the already high yield achieved in Scenario 
10 meant that little savings to feedstock cost could be made as the yield 
approaches 100 % (Fig. 6B). Decreasing the mole ratio of Mg:SiO2 below 

2.2:1 also gave little savings, and the only clear benefit of using a lower 
mole ratio would mean better protection against Mg cost fluctuations. 
The data presented in Fig. 7 show that savings from the feedstock costs 
were low (~17 %), compared to the possible savings from the energy 
cost seen in Fig. 5. This conclusion would need to be reconsidered should 
the cost of Mg feedstock in practice increase far beyond the $4/kg used 
for these calculations. 

4.5. Fixed cost 

The equipment costs were firstly estimated based on key design re-
quirements and costing factors (Table 1). Factors were applied to the 
capital cost include installation and delivery costs. The Process Cost 
Index (CEPCI) for 2020 (596.2) was applied giving the ICC. Fig. 7A 
shows the proportion that each equipment contributes to the ICC. The 
capital cost of each equipment was dependent on the total mass, and 
therefore volume of the reactants required. These conditions were 
themselves dependent on the yield of the reaction, and a lower yield 
would mean more feedstock required to produce a given mass of p-Si 
compared to the same reaction with a higher yield. Tap densities of the 
feedstock are also important as the affect the required equipment vol-
ume and hence the capital cost. The capital cost of the kiln was calcu-
lated based on a power output factor. The maximum power output for 
each scenario was calculated using the rate of heat loss at the maximum 
temperature, taking into account the amount of surface area of the kiln. 
Given that Scenario 9 required a maximum temperature of only 380 ◦C 
compared to Scenario 1 and 10 (both at 650 ◦C), the cost of the kiln for 
Scenario 9 was the lowest of the three. The lined vessel, dryer and filter 
had cost factors which were based on the mass and volume of the solid 
products being handled. Scenario 1, with the lowest yield, would require 
the most SiO2 and Mg to produce the same mass of Si as Scenario 9 and 
10. In order to remove the unreacted Mg, a greater amount of HCl would 

Fig. 6. The feedstock cost at different hypothetical yields and Mg:SiO2 mole ratios for the ULT process are given in A, and for the two-step process are given in B.  

Fig. 7. A) Indexed capital cost of individual equipment for Scenarios 1, 9 and 10 at the 1500 kg scale. B) Solid lines represent indexed capital costs, while broken 
lines represent specific capital costs at different plant capacities. The vertical line marks 300 kg/d beyond which the ICC does not change significantly. 
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be required from Scenario 1, hence, a larger lined vessel volume. 
The tray dryer and filter were sized according to surface area 

required. Similar to the lined vessel, the amount of powder was used in 
the calculations. A lower yield resulted in a greater amount of SiO2 
remaining in the product, which meant greater surface areas were 
needed to spread the powder during the filtering and drying stages. For 
these reasons, the cost of the filter and dryer were highest in Scenario 1, 
and lowest in Scenario 10. Due to the relatively lower yield achieved in 
Scenario 1, the ICC is higher overall than Scenarios 9 and 10 (Fig. 7B). 
All 3 Scenarios show similar decrease in the specific capital cost with 
scale indicating economies of scale, however this effect diminishes 
beyond ~300 kg/d production rates. 

4.6. Total cost of production (TCOP) 

From the ICC, the annual fixed cost associated with the running of 
the plant was estimated according to the flow diagram presented in 
Fig. 2. A payback time of 10 years at 15 % interest rate was assumed, 
which corresponds to an annual capital charge ratio (ACCR) of 0.199. 
The annual fixed cost for each scenario was normalised to the amount of 
Si produced in the year, giving a fixed cost in $/kg Si. This was added to 
the variable costs (feedstock and energy costs) to give the TCOP, at 
different batch sizes between 100 and 1500 kg (Fig. 8). 

The TCOPs of Scenarios 9 and 10, for a scale equivalent to 1 % of the 
UK demand determined in this work, were below $70–85/kg. This was 
far below Scenario 1, which was $126/kg. At this scale, the fixed costs 
made up the majority of the cost at all scales, but this proportion 
decreased at larger scales, indicating the potential for a larger profit 
margin at larger scales. It is worth noting that, from the information 
available in the public domain, the price of C-coated Si anodes was 
determined to be $200/kg [38]. At a scale of 1500 kg/day, the TCOP for 
Scenarios 1, 9 and 10 were $85/kg, $53/kg and $42/kg, respectively, 
which are far below the $200/kg market price, highlighting the cost 
competitiveness of the MgTR even under the baseline conditions. While 
it is important to maintain materials performance during scale-up, it is 
well known that economy of scale typically reduces the costs even 
further. 

While the energy cost made up the lowest proportion in the TCOP, 
the parameters set for the reaction will have an impact at the design 
stage of the process, determine the size and cost of the equipment 
required, and impact the fixed cost of the process. Table S1 summarises 
how changing reaction parameters, in particular, the yield and 
maximum temperature, will affect the cost of equipment. 

4.7. Equipment cost improvements 

Fig. 8 presented in the previous section showed that the most 
expensive piece of equipment was the lined vessel. The proportion of the 
total cost of this equipment was greater than 50 % for both Scenario 9 

and Scenario 10 (Fig. S3). The cost of this equipment was based on its 
volume. For a given amount of Mg used in the process, a corresponding 
amount of HCl is always required in the etching process, at a molar ratio 
of 1:2 Mg:HCl. The volume of HCl required is therefore dependent on the 
concentration of the acid used. The total volume, and cost of the 
dissolution vessel could be minimised by increasing the concentration of 
acid used. The greatest improvement can be seen by increasing the 
molar concentration of acid from 1 M, that is currently reported in the 
literature, to 5 M (Fig. 9). This corresponded to a decrease in TCOP of 
approximately 20 % for Scenario 9 and Scenario 10 for a given pro-
duction rate. However, combining the economy of scales and increasing 
HCl concentration shows that at least 50 % reduction in TCOP can be 
achieved (see Table 3). It is expected that the rate of dissolution of Mg 
species would increase with concentration of HCl, which would decrease 
the overall duration of the MgTR, thus further reducing the production 
costs. 

4.8. Capacity cost 

Here, the cost of p-Si will be considered in the context of anodes for 

Fig. 8. Feedstock cost, FC and TCOP for A) Scenario 9 and B) Scenario 10, compared to the TCOP of Scenario 1 at different scales. Orange area represents energy 
costs. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 9. Change in TCOP with increasing HCl concentration used in the etching 
step at 1500 kg scale. 

Table 3 
Summary of the TCOP in $/kg Si at 200 kg and 1500 kg scale using 1 M or 5 M 
HCl concentrations.  

Scenario 200 kg scale 1500 kg scale 
1 M HCl 5 M HCl 1 M HCl 5 M HCl 

1 132 114 84 67 
9 88 78 53 42 
10 84 75 46 37  
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lithium-ion cells and will be compared to graphite on a cost per capacity 
basis rather than simply cost of production per mass. This approach has 
the advantage of providing strong comparison with existing technolo-
gies on the basis of performance, hence helping to identify potential 
market opportunities. To compare the cost of p-Si to that of graphite, the 
specific costs/selling price of these materials were converted to a per- 
capacity basis. The selling price of natural spherical graphite was re-
ported to be $3/kg [39]. Using a capacity of 350 mAh/g this was 
equivalent to a capacity cost of 0.85 cent/Ah. 

While porous Si is more resistant to degradation upon lithiation 
when compared to non-porous Si particles, partial lithiation is known to 
limit the degradation of Si and capacity fade [40]. Hence, we considered 
the capacity cost of Si obtained from Scenarios 9 and 10 for a range of 
partial lithiation states (Fig. 10). The yields of each scenario were taken 
into account when calculating capacity cost. For example, p-Si made in 
Scenario 9 (80 % yield) and lithiated to 50 % would be able to achieve 
1431 mAh/g. This calculation was performed for a range between 20 
and 70 % lithiation for Scenarios 9 and 10. It was assumed that the cell 
would be able to maintain its capacity at its given percent lithiation in 
every cycle beyond cycle 100. Under this assumption, a material that 
had no capacity fade from degradation in the first 100 cycles would have 
a % lithation of 100 %. As this is unrealistic, a conservative limit of 70 % 
lithiation was used. The cost at a 1500 kg scale is competitive with 
graphite even when lithiation is limited to 30 % (around 4 cents/Ah). 
This cost further decreases to 2 cents/Ah at 70 % lithiation. Going down 
from 30 to 20 % lithiation, the cost almost doubles to nearly 8 cents/Ah. 
Below 20 % lithiation, the cost would increase by a greater amount, and 
this would be equivalent to a capacity <572 mAh/g. 

4.9. Sensitivity analysis 

The effect of changing each parameter on the cost of the process were 
individually calculated in the previous sections. To compare the effects 
of the different variables, a sensitivity analysis was carried out for Sce-
narios 9 and 10 between −30 and + 30 % of their base conditions 
(Fig. 11A and B). Increasing the yield had the greatest immediate effect 
on the TCOP, however the yield can only reach a maximum of 100 %, 
which sets the lower limit of $46 and $42/kg for Scenario 9 and 10 
respectively. Changing the HCl concentration has the second greatest 
effect on the cost of the process. While the upper limit for the increase in 
concentration presented in Fig. 11 is + 30 %, it was shown in Fig. 9 that 
the cost can be lowered further by increasing the concentration to 5 M 
(by 400 %) and beyond. 

Given that the energy cost was the smallest portion of the TCOP, and 
that the temperatures of Scenario 9 and 10 were already low, lowering 
the temperature by 30 % had the smallest effect on the TCOP, relative to 
the other 3 variables. Fundamentally, the yield is dependent on the mole 
ratio and temperature, as well as other reaction variables. The sensitivity 
analysis shows that drop in yield is the most detrimental to the TCOP, so 
if it can be avoided by increasing the mole ratio or temperature, it is 
worthwhile doing so from an economic perspective. 

5. Conclusion 

We present the first technoeconomic study of p-Si production using 
magnesiothermic reduction process in order to assess its competitive-
ness as well as inform future research and development required in the 
field. The total cost of producing p-Si via the MgTR at batch sizes be-
tween 200 and 1500 kg was calculated and presented. We found that 
energy costs accounted for the smallest proportion of the total cost of 

Fig. 10. Capacity cost of p-Si made by the A) ULT and B) Two-step processes at scales between 200 and 1500 kg, assuming the p-Si is lithiated to percentages 
between 20 and 70 %. 

Fig. 11. A sensitivity analysis was performed for A) Scenario 9 and B) Scenario 10. The temperature, mole ratio, HCl concentration and yields were varied inde-
pendently between −30 and + 30 % of their respective conditions. The mole ratios were limited at the lower percentage due to minimum stoichiometric re-
quirements, while the yield was limited at the upper range as it cannot exceed 100 %. 
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production, and the two-step process had the lowest energy cost of 
$6.40/kg Si, followed by the ultra-low temperature one-step method 
($9.40/kg Si). The biggest savings in energy cost achieved can be be-
tween 33 and 55 % by decreasing second step dwell time from 6h to 
between 3 and 1 h. Magnesium was identified as the most expensive 
feedstock, and the yield of reaction made the biggest difference to the 
overall feedstock cost. Fixed cost accounted for the biggest proportion of 
the total production cost and it was dependent on the cost of the 
equipment. The most expensive piece of equipment was the lined vessel 
required for washing of unreacted Mg, the MgO product and any by- 
products, and it accounted for over 50 % of the indexed capital cost. 
We identified that increasing the acid concentration used in this washing 
step would require a smaller lined vessel, with the potential to a 
decrease in total cost of production by 20 %. Incorporating such im-
provements, we calculated the TCOP at 1500 kg/day scale to be $42 and 
$37/kg for the ultra-low temperature and two-step reduction methods 
respectively. When considering together the production costs and per-
formance of p-Si produced, the energy storage ‘capacity cost’ was found 
to be between 2 and 4 cents/Ah for both the ultra-low temperature and 
the two-step methods. Our study provides a reasonable estimate which 
indicates that the MgTR process is cost competitive and scalable method 
for producing Si, and with recent advancements such as the ultra-low 
temperature and two-step methods, the total cost of producing de-
creases drastically. Suggestions on ways to lower the cost of production 
further have been provided by understanding the impact of various 
conditions and parameters. Future work should focus on identifying 
ways to practically implement improvements while keeping in mind 
their implications on process economics. 
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